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PUERH

Produced in China’ s Yunnan province, Puerh tea perhaps has the longest history of
any tea still produced today. There are two primary categories of puerh: Raw (green
or sheng) puerh and Ripened (cooked or shu) puerh. Both teas undergo a series of
processing, compression, and natural fermentation to enhance flavor and health
benefits over long periods of aging.
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Raw/Sheng
2003 YONG PIN HAO

A well aged raw puerh with strong flavor & pleasant
aroma. 100g tuo cha.
Cup: 4
Pot: 6
Bulk: 19 each

2009 GREEN PUERH

An excellent young raw puerh in convenient loose
form. Large whole leaves, a robust, smoky flavor
and a lingering sweetness in the aftertaste for
puerh drinkers who enjoy a bold flavor.
Cup: 4
Pot: 6
Bulk 2oz: 18 4oz: 35

8oz: 75

1lb: 140

2004 CHANG TAI “Yi W u Zhen Shan”

A delicious, slightly aged, stone-moulded cake
based on old plantation leaves from the Yiwu area
of Yunnan. A deep fruity flavor with hints of spice
and wintergreen. 400g cake.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 12

Pot: 5.25
Cake: 60

2006 AUTUMN “Yi W u Yeh Cha” of
Chen Guang-He Tang

A blend from three different mountains in Yiwu
County, Yunnan. This puerh’ s aroma and flavor are
packed with hints of mushroom and berries, and
the lively energy of a young green puerh.
Traditional stone molding gives this cake a slightly
looser compression-excellent for aging. 357g cake.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 7

Pot: 5.25
Cake: 60

2007 Arbor Mini Cake

High quality large arbor tree leaves pressed into
mini cake form. A surprisingly smooth and subtle
young puerh with a delicate honey-flowery
sweetness, and a superb value. Drinkable now, but
also a great choice for a few years of aging. 100g.
cake
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 9

Pot: 5.25
Cake: 25

Ripened/Cooked/Shu Puerh
1996 CNNP GREEN MARK TE JI

Great body with depth but displays some chocolate
& spicy higher notes. Don’ t be surprised if you get
a little “tea drunk” from this rare and special tea.
357g cake.
Cup: 4
Pot: 6
Bulk 2oz: 18 4oz: 35

8oz: 75

1lb: 140

1997 MENGHAI GONG DING

Gong Ding refers to the smaller leaf style of this
Puerh that was traditionally produced for gifting to
the imperial court. This tea has a strong start
carries through to its finish which is sweet yet dry.
Great candidate for gaiwan preparation.
Cup: 4
Bulk 2oz: 15

Pot: 6

2000 CNNP LINCANG

Large rough leaves brew to a deep and complex
tea. Similar to the 1996 CNNP but with less spicy
notes. 357 cake
Cup: 4
Bulk 2oz: 15

Pot: 6
Cake: 80

2006 MENGHAI SAN JI PU

A nice thick and dark tea for those who want deep
leathery flavors with a rich mouth feel. This tea
demonstrates the heavy body that a good Puerh
can have. Rich and very satisfying. 357g cake.
Cup: 4
Bulk 2oz: 12

Pot: 6
Cake: 80

2006 MENGHAI TUO CHA

Nice body with mellow flavor & a very sweet finish.
This tea is incredibly smooth with great “cha qi”
effect. 250g tuo.
Cup: 4
Bulk 2oz: 8

Pot: 6
Tuo: 16

2009 MENGHAI FACTORY 7452

This is a classic Menghai factory ripened puerh
recipe, but it’ s the first time the recipe has been
used since 2007. This cake has already had a
couple of years to mellow, though its flavors are still
noticeably more potent than our 2003 brick.
357g cake.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 8

Pot: 5.25
Cake: 30

BLACK RIVER MOUNTAIN

Larger-leaf ripened puerh. A deep musty sweetness
and smooth drinkability make this an affordable
choice for quality loose ripened puerh.
Cup: 2.75
Bulk 2oz: 14

Pot: 4.75
4oz: 26 8oz: 52

1lb: 90

CHRYSANTHEMUM PUERH

2005 Imperial puerh blended with our own Golden
Chrysanthemum. A high quality version of a popular
blend that is commonly drunk in China for its
benefit of cooling internal heat, according to
Chinese medicine. The sweetness of the
Chrysanthemum pairs well with the earthiness of
the puerh. Soothing tea that can be rebrewed
several times.
Cup: 3.25
Pot: 5.25
Bulk 2oz: 13 4oz: 24 8oz: 45 1lb: 85

EBONY EARTH

Individually wrapped mini bird’ s nest shaped puerh
nuggets. A perfect, convenient size for one pot of
well balanced, full bodied and sweet ripened puerh
flavor. Steep longer for richer flavor.
Pot: 4.50
Bulk 2oz: 9

4oz: 17

8oz: 30

GOLDEN SHOOTS

1lb: 40

Lovely large leaves with golden bud tips, tightly
compressed into a cake. One of our best choices
for rich, calming ripened puerh. 100g cake.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 16

Pot: 5.25
Cake: 22

